After 215 years, Johnstons of Elgin remains the last vertical woolen mill in Scotland. Located in the northeast region in an area renowned for its single malts, Johnstons of Elgin is firmly committed to manufacturing premium fabrics and yarns for apparel, interiors, accessories and knitwear. With James Dracup as managing director, this heritage mill continues to manufacture and globally export the finest wools and premium cashmeres, taking fibers through 30+ exacting processes. Discover Johnstons of Elgin at major textile, interiors and apparel trade shows, including Pitti Uomo (Florence), Maison & Objet (Paris), Première Vision (Paris) and Decorex (London).

Johnstons of Elgin | Newmill Elgin, Moray, Scotland Tel +01343 554000
www.johnstonscashmere.com
Alexander Johnston established the mill in 1797 in Elgin, Scotland. His son James took the reins in 1846, expanding textile exports to Germany, France, Italy, South America and Japan, while experimenting with new alpaca and vicuna fibers. In 1920, ownership passed to the Harrison family. Johnstons of Elgin was the first Scottish mill to start weaving cashmere (1851).
Johnstons of Elgin dyes, spins, weaves and knits from its two sites in Elgin and Hawick.
Superior quality raw cashmere materials from China, Afghanistan, Mongolia and Iran; fine wool from Australia and New Zealand / Technologically advanced dye house with mini carding and spinning machine (only four in the world) / Each product is hand checked and mended by skilled darners
Committed to the environment, the mill strives to increase energy efficiency, while reducing CO2 emissions and waste.

New greener technology investments / Energy-saving technologies / Heat exchangers in dye vats reduce energy consumption / Recycling of paper, cardboard and aluminum / Reused batch-end fibers and cut-offs; re-dyed to produce scarves / Mail-order brochure paper sourced from FSC-certified sustainable supplies and mailed in 100% compostable packaging
As the last Scottish mill to make fine wool and cashmere from raw fiber to finished product, Johnstons of Elgin brings authentic heritage to all of its woven products.

F/W 13 collection includes cashmere plainweave jacketing with archival vintage designs / Jacketweights in two-ply worsted cashmere mouliné / Natural and tumbled finishes offer luxe comfort / Classic Donegal cashmere, 390g/m
Johnstons of Elgin is famed for its Estate Tweed and Saxony Tweed collections.

Waterproof and tear-proof tweeds / Teflon coatings / Stock service supported / Weights between 480 and 700g/m / Classic patterns / Modern applications of tweed for designer footwear capsules by Faguo and Jaggy Nettle
Along with accessories and interiors lines, collections for men, women and children are all about heritage with a modern twist.

Lively approach to classic premium fabrics with fresh styles and daring yet elegant color twists / Reinvigorated knit and woven patterns / Johnstons introduced its bespoke home interiors collection at Harrods this year, featuring tartans, tweeds, cashmere and other fine woolens